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Note: 1. Question No. I is compulsorry.
2. Out of remaining questions, attenrpt an1' three questions.
3. Assume suitable aclditional data if required.
4. Figures in brackets on the right hand side indicate full marks.

l. (A) Explain Strong and rveak lau, of large numbers. (05)
(B) tf A and B are tu'o indepenclent errents then prove that I'\.4)E\: P\.4).P(R\ . (05)

(C) Define Pou'er spectral densitt'and prove arly hl,o properties. (05)
(D) State and explain Bayes Theorem (05)

2. (A) State and pror,e Chaprnair-Kolmogoro\, equatiou,
(B) ln a factory. lour machines 41, A2, A3 iurd Aa produce 3-i9{,. 1096. 2594t

and 30%, of the items respectirreiy. The percentage of defective items produced
brrthem is 3')'ir. 5o1,,4or,, and 2')'6. respectively. Ar: item is selected atrandom.
(i) What is the probahilit-v that the selected item '*ill be defbctive'l
(ii) Giveu that the item is defective u,hat is the probability that it was produced
by machine Aa'?

(A) Suppose .Y and )'are tu,o random variables. Define covariance and corelation
ofXand i'. When do w.e sa.,, thatXand l are
(i) Orthogonal.
(ii) Independent. and
(iii) Uncorrelated'l
Are uncorrelated variables independent'l

(B) Prove that if input to LTi system is rv.s.s. then the output is also rvv.s.s.

(A) A randotn variable has the follorving exponential probability density functrcr.

"f (x) - Ks ' Determine the value of K and the corresponding distribution
function.

(B) State Central limit theorem and give its significance.
(C) lf Z--Xlr'^ detennine.fzZ).

(A) Write short notes on the follorving special distributions.
i) Unifonn distribution.
ii) Gaussian di stribution.

(B) The transition probability matrix of Markov Chain is given by .
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Find the limiting probabilities'?

6. (A) Explain (i) IWG/I Queuina system.
(ii) MA{ ll ,,- Queuing system.

(B) Explain Ergodicity in Random Process.

A Random process is given by X(r) : L0cos(50r + Y)
r.vhere rtr is constant and )'is a Random r.,ariable that is Uniformly distributed in
the inten'al (0, 2n). Show that X(r) is a WSS process and it is Corelation
ergodic.
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